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The internet revolution

Most successful organisations have at least a basic web presence, and the most successful ones acknowledge that 
the internet is a key source of business, providing a simple route for your customers to contact you, investigate your 
products and services or make purchases quickly and securely.

The benefits of operating your business online, whether wholly or in part, are extensive: reduced overheads, broader 
market reach, easier access for your customers, to name just a few. However, operating online also has some potential 
disadvantages. Cyber attackers have developed a range of malicious methods for disrupting online operations and 
any failure in cyber security could have potentially harmful consequences on a company’s reputation, value and simple 
ability to operate – for some businesses the financial losses if their site is unavailable for only a few hours can be 
significant.

The Network Security Challenge

Enterprises are struggling to protect their networks against today’s complex cyber-attacks, including Distributed Denial 
of Service (DDoS) attacks. In a DDoS attack, multiple systems are used, usually without the knowledge of the owner, to 
launch an attack on a single target, such as a corporate website, overloading its capacity to cope with such high volume 
traffic and essentially putting the site off-line. Traditionally attackers have focused their efforts on those sites where a 
period of downtime would cause maximum damage: online shopping sites, gaming sites, banks, stock exchanges etc. 
however more recently attacks have also been targeting government agencies and major corporations as a form of 
protest or simply to show off.
 

iomart DDoS Protection

Clearly, if your organisation conducts 
any of its operations online, the 
possibility of a DDoS attack should be 
a real concern. Thankfully, there are 
steps that can be taken to robustly 
protect your network.

iomart’s advanced DDoS protection, 
provisioned as a service at the network 
edge, matches the sophistication 
and scale of the latest cyber threats, 
and can be used to mitigate DDoS 
attacks of all forms and sizes. We’ve 
partnered with Arbor Networks, one 
of the world’s leading providers of 
DDoS protection technology, to offer 
tiered levels of DDoS protection and 
ensure we have the right solution - 
at the right price - to suit any size of 
organisation.

For further details: visit www.iomart.com or email us at: info@iomart.com or call: 0800 040 7228
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Key Features

 • Increased Network Visibility, Stronger Security, Improved Services
  The Arbor solution provides comprehensive network visibility and reporting capabilities that enable iomart to 
  detect and understand threats as they appear on our network and take steps to combat them.

 • Comprehensive DDoS Detection and Analysis
  Combines pervasive, cost-effective visibility with real-time reporting of critical network traffic, services and 
  applications to proactively protect against DDoS attacks.

 • Application Layer Intelligence and Protection
  Our DDoS solution provides the 
  application-layer intelligence 
  necessary to secure and manage 
  critical business applications such 
  as voice, data, messaging, file 
  sharing, Web, email and more 
  against advanced threats. 

 • Anomaly Detection
  A core value of the solution is the ability to generate 
  alerts to anomalies on the network. These anomalies can be 
  indicative of malicious traffic (DDoS), device failures, unusual demand spikes or misconfigurations. These alerts 
  enable problems to be spotted quickly, the root cause rapidly identified and corrective action taken.

 • Denial of Service Protection
  The iomart solution, powered by Arbor Networks, mitigates DDoS attacks by surgically removing malicious attack 
  traffic while allowing normal legitimate traffic to pass through and reach your site. When potential threats are 
  detected, traffic is redirected through the Arbor solution, stripping out the harmful attack traffic and allowing only 
  legitimate traffic to reach the  intended destination.
 
 • Management and Scale
  The solution includes the industry’s most comprehensive and flexible reporting and management system, allowing 
  organisations to have complete transparency over their network.

Package Options

iomart understands that DDoS protection is a form 
of insurance; we hope you never need to use it, 
but it provides exceptional peace of mind and 
ensures that your business-critical web platforms 
can effectively weather any attacks.

We have created a range of DDoS solutions to fit 
every customer type. Each solution provides the 
same basic level of service – protection against 
attack. Our pricing models feature a standard 
monthly subscription fee, plus a simple cost per 
Mb per second of traffic. For full details on pricing, 
please contact iomart.
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Standard Business Enterprise

Standard DDoS Protection   

All significant threats blocked   

Email reports of all threats blocked   

Enterprise grade SLAs   

On Demand Reports Additional Fee  

Real Time Reports  

Bespoke Mitigation Policies  

Control Panel Management  

Active Monitoring & Response 

Regular & Reactive Policy Review 

Named Account Manager 

 Who could benefit from DDoS Protection?

 • Sites with the ability to purchase goods/services online
 • Gaming sites
 • High profile organisations
 • Government/Government agencies
 • Sites with high internet traffic

 Any organisation with a web presence can benefit from DDoS 
 protection. We hope our customer sites are never targeted by 
 cyber criminals, but if they are, the DDoS Protection Solution from 
 iomart can provide a robust and effective defense.

 Benefits
 • Secure your business critical operations

 • Avoid financial losses due to service unavailability

 • Retain your customers and protect your reputation

 • Keep your customer data secure from cyber attacks

 • Always have the most up to date protection available


